
 

THE AGENDA 

CONTEXT 
We’re thrilled to launch the agenda for our upcoming 2023 Learning and Innovation Series. This series 
will offer our schools the opportunity to share best practice and build professional relationships.  

Series #3 – Human-centered design pedagogies.  
This workshop aims to support schools that have embraced design thinking, human-centered design, 
or problem-based learning as a core methodology in their approach. This workshop is also suitable for 
schools that are exploring all or elements of the HCD methodology.  

• Engage in a hands-on session that navigates you as the designer in the process.  

• Explore how this methodology may be implemented more broadly and intentionally in your 
school.  

• Develop sustained opportunities for teachers to build their capabilities back in your setting.   

TIMING  PROGRAM OVERVIEW 

8:30 - 9:00 am Registration and networking  

9:00 - 9:15 am Welcome, Acknowledgement of Country and Overview of Workshop  

9:15 – 9:30 am 
Service-Learning Concepts – Bringing it all together. 

(LEQ - Helena Lambert /Vanessa N) 

9:30- 10:00 am 

Keynote Presentation 

Building Human Capability  

Nicole Dyson 

(Founder & CEO – Future Anything) 

10:00 11:00 am 

The Workshop Part 1 
Nicole Dyson 

In this first half of the day, we look at why HCD, and PBL methodology can future-proof your 
school, and how we set students, teachers and schools up for success. 

 

10:45 - 11:15 am Morning Tea  

11:15 – 12:30 pm 

The Workshop Part 2 
Nicole Dyson 

In the second half of the day, we dig into the ‘how’ of an engaging, relevant, and student-
centred approach to HCD and PBL methodology; sharing process, resources, and toolkits.  

 

12:30 - 1:00 pm Lunch  

1:00 - 1:30 pm 

Partner Discovery Session – Te Kete Hono 

Te Kete Hono is passionate about designing tools to measure and understand the 

learning needs of the ‘whole child’ utilising a variety of traditional and original approaches 

to assessment.  Tools and measures in Engagement and Learner Agency have been 

developed and will be introduced. 

1:30 – 2:30 pm 

 HCD in industry and the role of empathy in this process.  

Tomas Piccinini  

(Manager, UQ Ventures Discover) 

*Teacher and student workshop 

2:30 – 2:45pm Q/A, close, acknowledgments and reflections.  

 


